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 FLYING LESSONS for  

June 2, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
I was flying a Beech Baron into Oshkosh, Wisconsin for the annual EAA AirVenture 
extravaganza. I was on the show-charted visual arrival. Thinking I didn’t want to mix it up with the 
extremely slow traffic I chose to fly the “high” arrival, as I recall at 135 knots instead of 90 on the 
low course, and 500 feet higher. Although I was higher and faster, however, eventually I would 
have to descend and slow down to land.  

And so I found myself 1500 feet above ground level on downwind directed by Oshkosh 
Tower to make a tight base and short final, “number two behind the Stearman, cleared to land.” I 
remember a diving, almost continuous turn from downwind to final, landing gear and full flaps in 
the wind. I had power up and was “hanging it on the propellers” for an extended time at the 
airplane’s 95 knot final approach speed, well below the turbo Baron’s 115 knot “blue line.”  

Fortunately, I was used to landing on a short runway and was well practiced at this slow 
speed on final. Still, I was spring-loaded to go around if the spacing became too close, or if I let 
the airspeed decrease any further which would cause the airplane to sink dangerously. 
Meanwhile I wondered if the Stearman pilot was aware I had a good percentage of 620 
horsepower tied up in flying behind him. It all worked out, the Stearman pilot landing on his dot 
down the runway, me touching down on mine nearer the threshold.  

I thought about that arrival last week as I watched a video from the AOPA Air Safety 
Institute, ASI’s Early Analysis N76075 
discussing the fatal stall/spin of a Cessna 140 
on final approach during a somewhat impromptu 
Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) contest put 
together because winds prevented holding the 
so-called “STOL Drag” event they had come to 
fly. The video explains STOL Drag and the tragic 
event as it unfolded.  
See https://www.aopa.org/training-and-safety/online-
learning/early-analysis/N76075 
 

The video shows a set-up similar to my Oshkosh arrival: a faster airplane (yes, in this 
context a C140 is “fast”) behind a slower one, both on the bottom end of their flying speed 
ranges, both aiming for the same runway…except in this case, both aiming for the same line 
marked on the same landing runway. As ASI Senior Vice President (and FLYING LESSONS 
reader) Richard McSpadden explains, the Cessna pilot was gaining on the preceding Zenith 
aircraft and appeared to be beginning an S-turn for spacing. Right on the edge of a stall in wings-
level flight, the slight increase in G-load of a turn combined with yawing motion caused the C140 
to immediately depart controlled flight in an apparent stall and spin into the ground. 
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Four things occurred to me as I watched the rest of the video: 

1. This is another example of how the stalls that happen in most NTSB accident reports 
are not the stalls that we think appear in most accident reports. The much-feared base 
to final turn stall is far less common than stalls after making the turn to final, in a go-
around, and on initial takeoff. Don’t think you’ve got it made aerodynamically just 
because you’re wings-level on final approach.  

2. Don’t wait too long to go around. Also, although the FAA’s Airplane Flying Handbook 
doesn’t specifically address it, the Airman Certification Standards (ACS) includes 
evaluation 
of the pilot’s 
performance in offsetting to climb out on one side of the runway (instead of climbing out 
over the runway itself) if required to avoid conflicting with an airplane ahead on the 
approach or climbing out. Practice that part of the go-around maneuver as well. 

3. In the video McSpadden recommends a series of risk mitigations for spot-landing 
events. As I wrote Richard after watching: Excellent “Early Analysis” video on the STOL 
competition. You outline common sense recommendations that I find it hard to believe 
the competition organizers had not set for themselves when first contemplating these 
events. You also did an excellent job of relating this crash to normal operations outside of 
competitive landing events. As a lead sponsor of this event I hope AOPA will tie 
future sponsorship to adoption of ASI’s recommendations. This video was a superb 
use of your time and skills, and of AOPA and ASI resources. Well done. 

4. Lastly, as we near another AirVenture it’s time to ask, “Are you good enough for 
Oshkosh?” If you’re planning on flying into Oshkosh this year now’s the time to 
prepare, test, practice and improve your skills. To help you prepare, see my six-part 
Flying into AirVenture series on the Tools for Flying Safety page of the Mastery Flight 
Training website. 

See:  
https://www.faa.gov/training_testing/testing/acs/media/private_airplane_acs_change_1.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/tools-for-flying-safely-2/  

Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 
Grateful appreciation to my friends at Pilot Workshops for renewing their sponsorship of FLYING LESSONS 
Weekly for yet another year. Thank you, Mark, Jeff and Jeff…and all my readers who include Pilot 
Workshops as part of your pursuit of mastery of flight. 

See https://pilotworkshop.com 
 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Several readers responded to last week’s request for their personal hours flown vs. engine failure 
experience. Reader Jim Hughes writes: 

I have 450 hours is a Cessna 175B, with the GO-300 Cont[inental]. From the prior owners the engine has not 
had any problems in flight in the 4100 hours on the aircraft, 2100 hours SMOH. We've had worn exhaust 
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valve guides causing '0' compression and broken #2 compression rings. Neither had caused any loss in power 
prior to finding them. 

Reader Stan Stewart adds: 
I have ~4000 hours (been flying since 1965) and have only had one loss of power problem, years ago 
(1972) in New Hampshire. Took off in a Cessna 150 and after about 20-25 minutes of flight, the engine 
started surging and lost power. Carb heat didn’t help. A CFI was with me, we were repositioning the airplane 
to a different airport, and the CFI took over (unfortunately) and we landed in a field without any significant 
damage. I can’t remember if there was any minor skin damage when the pilot clipped trees on the edge of the 
field we put it down in. I would have pulled up a little to avoid hitting the top of a tree and then nose it down 
for the flare, but the instructor performed a glide at the best glide speed to the flare and clipped the treetops. 

The cause of the power loss was ice in the fuel tanks which started to melt when we climbed into warmer air. 
When we wiggled the airplane from a wingtip we could hear the ice rattling around in the fuel tanks. 
I’ve flown my [Beech] Debonair 3000 hours since I got it in 1980 and have been meticulous about the 
maintenance, no engine problems and no fuel mismanagement issues (Good training). Prior to the Debonair I 
had a very tired 150 horsepower [Piper] Apache (serial number 12) and did I ever think about what I was 
going to do if an engine failed, from advancing the throttles through the takeoff and climb to 1000 AGL and 
the gear up! Got my multi engine rating back when the training included dangerous things (1967), like failing 
an engine shortly after liftoff (with the gear still down) when I learned that when you lose power on a takeoff 
you immediately get the nose down! Because when the instructor failed an engine, I pulled the throttles back 
and landed on the runway. That Apache’s N number ended in 32P and we did those engine failures on takeoff 
on the 9000’ runway 32 at Youngstown (KYNG). 

John Scherer volunteers: 
I’ve been flying 53 years next month. Almost 7200 hours. Two engine failures in light single engine 
airplanes.  One in the P35 Bonanza and one in a Grumman Tiger. No damage in either case (except to our 
wallets). In the Air Force, two engine failures in the T-38: one due to a bird strike, one due to compressor 
stall at high altitude. I had 2000 hours in the T-38. In the C-5, I shut down two engines in 2300 hours. One 
was an oil leak and the other was excessive vibration reported by the flight engineer’s monitoring system. 
Total 6 engine events in 7,200 hours over 53 years. 

Reader Thomas Curran writes: 
5027 hours total time: Partial: Cracked cylinder in flight: PA-28-140/Lyc O-320. Partial: Cracked cylinder in 
flight: PA-25-150/Lyc O-320. Partial: Cracked cylinder in flight: Cessna -170B/Cont. C-145. Catastrophic: 
P&W F-100-100, F-15A Eagle. Catastrophic: GE-101-102, B-1B.   

While Jeff Edwards relates: 
Three engine outs (in) 9800 hours. All ended up on a runway! 

I believe Jeff added by phone that one of the failures was in a turboprop, the other two in piston-
powered, all high performance experimental aircraft. 

John Jayne writes: 
1200 hours, about half in a C172 and half in an F33A Bonanza, one episode of partial power loss due to 
contaminated fuel. Unable to maintain altitude at anything like cruise speed, IFR but not IMC. Uneventful 
precautionary landing at an untowered airport about 8 miles from initial power loss point.  

Reader Wendell Todd adds: 
In 7600+ hours over 60+ years, all single-engine, I have yet to experience an engine failure. 

From reader Simon Fried: 
In my nearly 800 hours (I know - not even 1000 yet) of single engine piston GA time I have had zero real 
engine failures. So I have 200 hours to go? 

And from reader Craig Albright: 
In ~8,000 hours TT, I've never had an engine failure - complete or partial. Initially, most of my flying was 
behind Lycoming O-360s. Later, I flew behind an IO-360. And for the last ~4000 hours I've been behind a 
Continental IO-550 flying LOP [lean of peak exhaust gas temperature]. I did happen to get carb ice (in 
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Arizona!) once when I did a prolonged slip demonstration in a C-172. However, adding carb heat handled the 
issue...thankfully! 

A reader identified only as “Mr. Gus” volunteers: 
33,000 + hours. 3 precautionary shutdowns...landed uneventfully. 

Reader Jeff Dill writes: 
21,000+ hours and never left [completely] without an engine. On the four-engine KC135, the book 
allowed us to continue so that leaves me at about 5000 hour pace and feeling overdue. I’m not counting the 
time Dad and I ran a tank dry on the Tri-Pacer sightseeing the islands south of Ft Myers, that was us waking 
up to our stupidity and easily fixed. Oil pressure-KC135A. Fire light-727. Turbine blade-767. Stuck exhaust 
valve-Bonanza. Fuel hose choked due inner wall damaged after inline filter changed, carb bowls went dry 
about the worst time after takeoff, but managed about 80% power. - Kitfox 

From William Diaz: 
I hope I don’t jinx myself. One [failure] in 17,360 hours. Landed safely, the airplane had two other good 
engines. 

Reader James Walter writes: 
6000 hours over 50 years. 7 years USAF, one double engine failure (compressor stalls) lost all AC power, 
all thrust, but managed to airstart both engines by diving steeply to 260 KIAS. Both re-lit, we eased back to 
base, landed. 

PA 24, night IMC, noticed increasing vibration, loss of manifold pressure. Pulled carb heat immediately, 
engine toasted back to normal. at second onset ten minutes later. Pulled carb heat, left it on...landed. 

C206, day VFR it just quit, like someone pulled the mixture all the way out. We hit the fuel boost pump, 
engine recovered. turned pump off, engine quit again. Turned pump on, left it on, landed at next airport. 
cause was a crimp in the fuel line. 

C182, night IMC departure on a "sales demo" flight (I know, stupid, but I was young and dumb and needed 
the money). Engine quit on crosswind right after the customer reduced throttle to top of green arc, 25 inches 
MP and the prop to 2500 rpm. When engine began to cough and sputter, customer pitched the nose down to 
keep speed and mumbled loudly and incomprehensibly. In the right seat I had nothing else to do so I checked 
fuel on both, mixture--aha, in the dark he had twisted the mixture knob out instead of the prop control. That is 
one way to reduce rpm, sure. So I shoved it back in and we went on with the flight. He bought the plane and 
next day flew off in it. Was that an engine failure or just what Air Force pilots call a "helmet fire"? I suppose 
a type of "fuel starvation" incident. But there’s a lot of those. 

From reader Greg Jordan: 
I have about 350 hours. I've experienced one partial engine failure in a 172, due to cylinder crack. I was in 
the pattern at KHAF during a flight review with my instructor. Just after liftoff, on upwind, the engine started 
to vibrate abnormally and RPMs dropped. Definitely a pucker up moment. Just a few moments prior, while 
holding short prior to departure on Rwy 30 we had briefed for emergency, as I always do. And the plan was 
that if we experienced engine failure after liftoff I would immediately pass controls to him since he was CFI. 
So when the engine started to wonk out, I immediately said, "Your controls!" We also immediately declared 
an emergency. There was one other guy, in a 150, on short final. He went around, and we were able to safely 
turn around and land opposite on Rwy 12. 5,000 foot runway, so we had plenty of room. The guy in the 150 
landed, made sure we were okay, and generously gave us a car ride (his 150 was too small for the three of us, 
haha) - gave us a lift back to KSQL where we had started. GA community is the best. 

And reader Dennis Wolf writes: 
I have about 5600 TT. I had a total engine failure in an early Bonanza when I had 70 TT. The wobble 
pump/fuel selector broke when switching tanks causing fuel starvation. Landed just short of a runway. No 
injuries, plane totaled. 

I had a dual engine failure in a Twin Beech. I was flying in heavy snow and both engines rolled back to idle. 
It happened right over an airport with a VOR on the field. I did a 90/270 in IMC, rolled out on final to the 
runway and landed without incident. When we got back to home base my copilot went over to the FSDO and 
turned in his certificate. 
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My [third] failure was in a Cessna 340 right over the middle of Lake Erie. Without warning the engine 
stopped running with oil all over the cowling. I had to pull the power back to get down to land uneventfully at 
CLE [Cleveland]. I was told that when the engine was replaced the other engine failed on takeoff. 

Reader Bill Harrelson writes: 
34,000 hours...zero engine failures.  Of the 34,000 hours about 18,000 are jet and the rest in various GA 
aircraft including about 8,000 hours as a CFI. 

From reader Karl Kleiderer: 
I'll add to the "database" and I am so curious to read what you'll have been told by your loyal readers. 

In the FAA world I have 900 hours and have not had an engine failure...yet.  Based on the preliminary 
data from the dataset of two in [last] week's Mastery it appears I'm due for mine. I do practice emergency 
procedures and, in fact, just last month spent a few hours with [instructor] Cory Johnson practicing engine-
out scenarios including full power-off glide from altitude all the way to touchdown. 

I have 1300 military hours and didn't have an engine failure while in the military. We did shutdown an 
engine one time for precautionary measures but turned out to be an indication failure. 

Reader Bill Bass adds: 
2500 hours total time with no engine failures. Roughly 1100 turbine hours so that skews the results a bit. 
And I always land with at least an hour of fuel so I avoid the most common cause of an engine failure. 

Vast majority of my piston time I've flown with an EDM 930 engine monitor and regularly upload engine 
data to Mike Busch and his Savvy maintenance service. This has identified the occasional bad spark plug, but 
the underlying health of the engine appears solid and I like the visibility into what had formerly been a black 
box. 

Reader Allen Leet wraps up our reports this week: 
1600 hours total. One partial loss of power in A36. One partial loss of power right-hand engine in 58 
Baron. Was able to continue to home airport only 30 miles away in A36. Baron incident was able to return 
immediately to departure field. Never had a total power loss. 

Observations from what we’ve heard so far: 

• Although there may be some random similarities in experience, there is no apparent 
correlation between hours personally flown and the incidence of engine failure.  

• Turbine engines are not immune to failure. 

• Partial engine failures are at least as common as total engine failures, perhaps 
more common. This is consistent with an Australian study I’ve quoted many times in 
these LESSONS. 

• Engine failures don’t kill pilots. Loss of control following engine failure, in the form of 
poorly executed glides; poor decisions about the conditions in which to fly (which can 
worsen the potential consequences of engine failure) or where to aim the airplane for an 
engine-failure landing; and in some cases just bad luck in the final moments of gliding 
flight, kills pilots. In other words, know your engine-out skills and choose your landing 
spot wisely, and unless you are very unlucky you and your passengers should survive. 

Probably the most important LESSON from this sampling of experience because there is no 
correlation between pilot experience and engine failure: we must be ready for engine failure at 
any time. It might never happen to you…or it might happen on your very next flight.  
Thank you everyone for your insights. I’ll continue to add them as readers send them in. 
See:  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/2022.0526-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf 
https://www.atsb.gov.au/media/4115270/ar-2010-055_no3.pdf  

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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See www.nafinet.org.  

 

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
Check out the latest list of my Publications, Presentations and Webinars for 2022 

See https://mastery-flight-training.com/publications-presentations-and-webinars/  
 

 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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